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advance rents he holds on behalf of the tenants or $50,000,

2

whichever is less.

The irrevocable letter of credit shall be

2

3 conditioned upon the faithful compliance of the landlord with

2

4

t he provisions of this section, and shall run to the Governor

5

for the benefit of any tenant injured by the landlord's

6

violation of the provisions of this section.

2

In the

alternative, a surety bond may be posted with the clerk of the
8

circuit court in the county in which the dwelling unit is

9

located in the total amount of the security deposits and

10

advance rent he holds on behalf of the tenants or $50,000,

11

whichever is less, executed by the landlord as principal and a

12

surety company authorized and licensed to do business in the

13

state as surety.

14

faithful compliance of the landlord with the provisions of

15

this section and shall run to the governor for the benefit of

M

any tenant injured by the landlord's violation of the

17

provisions of this section.
Section 2.

18

19

The bond shall be conditioned upon the

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

2

law.

20
21

*****************************************

1

22

HOUSE SUMMARY

1

23

Authorizes landlords under the deposit money or advance
rent provisions of the landlord and tenant law to post an
irrevocable letter of credit from certain banking
institutions with the clerk of the circuit court in the
c ounty in which the dwelling unit is located as an
alternative to present requirements.

2
2
2

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31
2
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Florida House of Representatives - 1977
By Representative

HB 1964

Boyd
A bill to be entitled

An act relating to landlord and tenant law;
amending s. 83.49(1), Florida Statutes, 1976
Supplement, authorizing landlords to post an
irrevocable letter of credit with the clerk of
the circuit court from certain banking
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institutions as an alternative to the present
requirements of the deposit money or advance
rent provisions of the landlord and tenant law;
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

13

.c

....

providing an effective date.

18

Section 1.

Subsection (1) of section 83.49, Florida

Statutes, 1976 Supplement, is amended to read:
83.49

Deposit money or advance rent; duty of landlord

and tenant.-( 1)

Whenever money is deposited or advanced by a

19

tenant on a rental agreement as security for performance of

W

the rental agreement or as advance rent, which is held in

21

excess of 3 months by the landlord or his agent, the total

22

amount of such money held by the landlord on behalf of the

23

tenant sha:l be held in a separate account for the benefit of

24

the tenant by the landlord and shall not be commingled with

25

any other funds of the landlord; or, in the alternative, the

U

landlord shall post an irrevocable letter of credit with the

V

clerk of the circuit court from a banking institution or

�

branch bank chartered by the state or the United States and

n

licensed to do business in the state having a bank or branch

�

bank located in the county in which the dwelling unit is

31

located in the total amount of the security deposits and
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HOUSE SUHHARY
Redefines the term "dwellin� unit,• with r�spect to the
residential landlord and tenant law of the state, to
include a structure or part of a structure that is
operated or used as living ouarters for five or more

seasonal, te�porary, or mi�rant workers, whether or not
rent is paid or reserved for such quarters.
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Florida House of Representatives - 1977

HB 83

By Representative Pajcic
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to the landlord and tenant law;
amending s. 83.43(2), Flor:da Statutes,
redefininF the term "dwelling unit" to include
structures operated or used as living quarters
for five or more seasonal, temporary, or
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migrant workers; providing an effective date.
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Section 1.

Subsection (2) of section 83.43, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
83.43

Definitions.--As used in this part, the

14

following words and terms shall have the following meanings

15

unless some other meaning is plainly indicated:

16

( 2)

"Dwellin, unit" means:

17

(a)

A structure or part of a structure that is rented

18

for use as a home, residence, or sleepinF place by one person

19

or by two or more persons who maintain a common household .

20

(b)

A mobile home rented by a tenant.

21

(c)

A mobile home lot within a mobile hc�e park that

22

is rented for occupancy by one or more persons who own the

23

mobile home located on the lot.

24

(d)

A structure or part of a structure that is

ooecatcd or used as livinp quarters for five or more seasonal,
� temporary, or migrant workers, whether or not rent is paid or
25
27

n
29

reserved in connection with the use or occupancy of such a
structure or part of a structure.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1977.
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amending s. 83. 43 (2),

Florida St atutes,
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with or without rent, as

expanding the term "dw e lling unit" to include
an incident of employment for use as a home,

residence, or sleeping
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amending
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s. 83.57,
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place;
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for the termination of such a tenancy;
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Section 1.

Subsection

c 17 Statut e s , is a;oer.ded to read:

of the St2te

of

Florida:

(2) of section 83.43,

Florida

1
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83.43 Defin itions.--·.. s used in t::is part, the
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21

some ocr.er meaning is plainly indic.=eed:

( -,
-'

11 8�elling

unit 1 ' means:

struct.ure or FZ;t c of

a sc=:-ucture

that

is rented

1Jg�22

( a)

A

� '.1 -S 125
",... I 2

( C)

A mobile home lot within a mobile home park that

: ,... � 2 31 for use as a ho!Tle, residence, or sle eping f)iace by one r,erson
.Q O ow
5. ow� 24 I or by tw o or more •persons who maintain a common household.
QJ
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A mobile home rented by a te nant.
( b)
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27 I is rented for occupancy by one or more persons

n1mobile home located o n the lot .

29

{cl)

301 furnished,

31
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A structure or .eart of a structure that is
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rent,

as an incident of emclovment
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for use as a home, residence, or slee�9__2lace by one or more

not less than 60

Eersons.
Section 2.

Section 83.46,

Florida Statutes,

is amended

1. '.

giving

l. '.

quarterly period;

demand or notice; periodic rent is payable at the beginning of

IL:

(3)

each rent payment period;

1.5

(1)

Rent;

duration of tenancies.--

Unless otherwise agreec:,

rent is payable without

and rent is uniformly apportionable

not

( 2)

If the renc2�

the duration is determined by the

121 p eriods for which the re,H is payaoie. If
131 w eekly,

then the tenancy is from week to week;

141 m onthly,

tenancy is :ro::-,

151 t enancy is from quan:er
16 I is

the renc

fr om

!TIOnth to mo.1th;
to quarter;

if

is

i:ayable

1.51

111 not less than 7 days'

l. 5�

121 p eriod.
13

if payable

if payable quarterly,

payable yearly,

tenancy

ye ar to ye a r.

I1 • 6C
1

15

17

181 an incident of ':?!TIDl•::i ::-:-.e::t and there is no 2cree:ne;1t cs �o t�e

'l. 6:

18

19( duration of ten.:nc·;,

[l . 6 a

19

. 6:

20

• 6E

21

. 6,

22

If the dwellir:o

unit

n.;_: ·.ou:. re:1t

:.:-.� ::...:rot.ion is deterr:1incC :,-,, t�e ::eriods

201 f or which wages are oa•12e:c��21 I more frecuently,

is fur:-. .:....:,--:,=:,__;

If

wc���yable '"'ee kl v or

then the tenancv

221 wages are payable mor.c:_"·,

is

from

week to we�\c;

then the tenancy is

2n��.f

from month to

notice

from

to quarter,

by

Section 3.

Section 83 .57,

Florida Statutes,

is

amended

11.6,

month to month,

l.

by giving

notice prior to the end of any monthly

( 4)

When the tenancy is

Section,.

from week to wee",

notice prior to the end

of

by giving

2651'

27 I s pecific term.--A tenanc1 without a specific duration, as

1. 7(

27

28 I defined in s. 83 .46 (2)

1. 7]

28

1. 7:

29

Remedies;

termination of tenancy without

and

(3)_, m ay be terminated by either

291 party giving written notice in the manner provided in s.
301 83.56 (4)

[F. S. 1973],

as

follows:

This act shall take effect July 1,

i,

'l

*********x************************x******

Expands the term ''dwelling unit'' with respect to the

landlord and tenant law to

2
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1975.

include a :,c:CJcture or ;:;art

a scructure that is furnished, with or �ittout ren�, as
an incident of employmen-c. for use as a t:ome, residence,

of

or sleeping c0L,ce by one or more ;:er.sons.

Provides thc1t
un1c �nen
f ur nished without rent.and without a dura�ion agreement
is determined by the period for which wages are payable.

the duration of tenancy of such a dwellina

30
31

31

1.

any weekly

24

1. 6S

83.57

l.
1.

2

25 I t o read:

l.

prior to thee end of any

23

231 month.

261

any annual

HOUSE SUMMARY

/1. 6,
j_: l l

{3)

the end of

by giving

14

c.::

17

year,

2nd

10

I

days'

When the tenancy is

1.5

cgreement contains no provision as

lll t o dur ation of the tenancy,

not less than 30

less than 15 days'

period;

from day to day.
10

notice prior to

When the tenancy is from quarter

( 2)

83.46

days'

to

period;

l1. S

to read:

24

When the tenancy is from ye.•,

(1)

11. 5:

3
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Flot·ida l!ou,·•s ,,f Representati\·es - 1979

HB 2G4

By Represent:1tive Pajcic

© @ [p V

A bill to be entitled
1111 act relating to l,1ndlord and te11,111t law;
amending s. 83.43(2), Florida Statutes,

reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE A"?r"IVES
DEPAF.TM r ,'j l OF s r \ fE
R. A. GfV\Y CUI'' ·'''3
Tallahassee, FL 32Jclc,.Q,::5Q

SPries

_J_j__ Cnrton �

expanding the term "dwelling unit" to include
structures furnished, with or without rent, as
an incident of employment for use as a home,
residence, or sleeping place; amending s.

a,

,,,o..

V \....'

83.46, Florida Statutes, providing for the

.0
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a, Cc
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duration of a tenancy at such a dwelling place;
10
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11
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16

��

17
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for the termination of such a tenancy;
providing an effective date.

13

� _J

<l)
-0 .r::

amending s. 83.57, Florida Statutes, providing

I 19

��I 7o

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section l.

Subsection (2) of section 83.43, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
83.43

Definitions.--lls used in this part, the

following words and terms shall have the following meanings
unless some other meaning is plainly indicated:

21

(2)

"Dwelling unit" means:

n. ..c::

)7

� .21

(a)

II ,-;tructurc or pilrt of a structure that is rented

73

f'or use as a home, residence, or sleeping place by one person

74

or by two or more persons who maintain il common household.

0
::, <l)
V,

..,

?5

76
27

(b)

II mobile home rented by a tenant.

(c)

II mobile home lot within a mobile home park that

is rented for occupancy by one or more persons who own the

;s mobile home located on the lot.
29
10
ll

(d)

A structure or £art of a structure that is

furnished, with or without rent, as an incident of employmen_t
_
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for use as a home, residcr.�ce, or slecpin'J 1"'Lc1_ce by onc�__rnor_::_

(l)

I1.ri]

11ot less than GO days'

perso':.:'_:_
Section 2.

Section 83.46, Florid.:, Statutes,

is a111e11dcd

\·:I

(2)

83.46
( l)

Hent; duratio11 of t:e,wnci.-,s.--

Unless otherwise aqre0d,

rent is pay.:il1J,, wit!1ottl

demand or notice; periodic rent is payable at the bC'•Jinni11g ,_,[
each rent payment period;

and rent is uniformly a�partion�ble

II t.he t<'nC111c:y ic; from q11,1rtcr to quarter,

I-.·

J.u)

givir1g not It':;:� \ liilfl 30 {L1y�;• r1otice prior to til':) end of :n•:·

l. SS

4uarL0rly period;

I l.56

( 3)

)

v/1,en the tenancy is from 111011th to month, by givin1

not less than 15 ch-;s' notice prior to th e end of any monthl,

1.57

If the rental agreement contains no provision as

l. 57

10

(1)

\;!,en the tenancy is from ·,,eel: to wee}:, by giving

11

not· less L 1 1,1·, 7 dc,ys' notice prior to th<' end of any wel?kly

IJ

pc, iod.

II

to duration of the tenancy, the duration is dete1·11,i11cd by tl,e

l. 58

17

periods for ·,1h:ch the re11t is P"'.'able. IE the rent is: pay,1ble

l. 5�

13

weekly, then th.-, tenancy is from ·,1cek to w,,-,k; if p,1yc1bl,,

13

II

monthly, tenancy is from month to month; if payable quarterly,

l!

15

tenancy is from g'l,Jrter to quarter; if pay,1ble yearly, te11,111cy

�cc-Lion '1.

This ,1-::t sh, J l tc,f:e effect October l, 1979.

l. r,o

15

161 is from year to year.

I. G;>

16

1;

l : l US'

17

l. 63

18

HOUSE SUMl-\.1\RY

19

lcxpunds U,e t,,r111 "d•.-;cllincJ unit" •,•1ith respect to the
lundl0rd and ten.:,nt la·.,; to i;1clude u structure or part of
,1 s t r u c t u r ,, 1- hat i s f L! r n i sh""' rl , ·.vith o r w i th o ut ren t, ,1 s
-111 i1·-:-i'1ent of ei'"' Dlo·,-r1ent f""r use t!S .1 h 0 rv.:, r<?si�nnc,..,,
,,r sl�epi11q �)lace· by· ('nc 'Jr '1'.'fe persons. Provides that
tl10 ·iur,3tior1 o[ tenar1cy of: .such a d .velli ng unit when
furnished without rent and without a rl11rnti o n 0greerncnt
i� determined 1,y tile period (or which •.-1agcs are poyabl�.

18
19
20
21
22
23
2!
25
26

( 3)

IE the dwelli1�9. unit is furllished ·,·Iithoul rent AS

an incident of emoloyrnent a,�d__the_re_is no ag_t eement as to the

duration of tena:icy, the duration is determined by the pcl"iod_s_ ( 61
, 1. GS

20

more frequentl),',__then the tc_nancJ is _Ero,:i ·,1e,,1-. to wc•,1:; and if

I 1. GG

21

wag_es are
payable monthly,
_

I 1. G 7

22

for which wages ar e payable.

IE wages are ya;abl e waekly or

then the tenanc- y'__i_s _f_ r _ o m 111onth to

23

nlonth.
Section 3.

Section 83.57, Florida Statutes, is amended

l. 67/1

to read:
83.57

Remedies; termination of tenancy without

l. 69

27

specific term.--/\ tenancy without a specific d uratio11, as

1.70

28

defined in s. 83.�6(2) ��d_(:i.J._,
may be ter:ni11ated by either
_

l. 71

party giving written notice in the manner pruvided in s.

l. 7 2

29
30

83.56(4)

1. 7 3

l. 73
l. 7,1

1.71
l. 75

pcriod; and

from day to day.
( 2)

notice prior to the end of any annual

l. 7 2

period;

ll.SJ/1

to read:

10

•�·hen the tenancy is [rom yc,H to year, by gi'liny

[F. S. 1973], as follows:

31
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Section 1.

Subsection (2) of section 83.43, Florida

17 I Statutes, is amended to read:
18

SJ.43

Definitions.--As used in this part, the

191 following words and terms shall have the following meanings
201 unless some other meaning is plilinly indicated:
21

(2)

"Dwelling unit" means:

::, QJ
0. .JC

22

(a)

A structure or part of a structure that is rented

'.JC 0
>- 4-

231 for use as a home, residence, or sleeping place by one person

·-

241 or by two or more persons who maintain a common household.
25
26

(b)

A mobile home rented by a tenant.

(c)

A mobile home lot within a mobile home park that

27

is rented for occupancy by one or more persons who own the

28

mobile home located on the lot.

29

(d)

A structure or part of a structure that is

WI furnished, with or without rent, as an incident of employment
31
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for use as a home, residence, or sleeping place by one or more I 1.20
.e_ersons.

Section 2.

41 to read:

83.46
(1)

Section 83.46, Florida Statutes, is amended

period;

10

from day to day.
(2)

If the rental agreement contains no provision as

121 periods for which the rent is payable. If the rent is payable
131 weekly, then the tenancy is from week to week; if payable

1.26

121 period.

16

17

is from year to year.
(3)

If the dwelling unit is furnished without rent as

18

an incident of employment and _ there is no agreement as to the

20

for which wa�es arc payable.

19
21

If wages are payable weekly or

14

15
16
17

18

19

20

1.30/5

23

Section 3.
83.57

1.30/4

22

25

1.36

27

Remedies; termination of tenancy without

291 defined ins. 83.46(2) and (3), may be terminated by either
JOI party giving written notice in the manner provided in s.
83.56(4) [F. S. 1973], as follows:
;,
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1.37
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1.39

Section 4.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1980.

*****************************************
HOUSE SUMMARY

Expands the term "dwelling unit" with respect to the
landlord and tenant law to include a structure or part of
a structure that is furnished, with or without rent, as
an incident of employment for use as a home, residence,
or sleeping place by one or more persons. Provides that
the duration of tenancy of such a dwelling unit when
furnished without rent and without a duration agreement
is determined by the period for which wages are payable,
except for a resident manager who pays no rent and
receives no wages.

24

Section 83.57, Florida Statutes, is amended 11.35

281 specific term.--A tenancy without a specific duration, as

JI

11.30/2

13

21

261 to read:
27

I 1.30

When the tenancy is from week to week, by giving

111 not less than 7 days' notice prior to the end of any weekly

more frequently, then the tenancy is from week to week; and if I l.30/3

241 who �s no rent _ and _ receives no wages.
25

l:lus

duration of tenancy, the duration is determined by the periods I 1.30/1

wages are payable monthly, then the tenancy is from month to
1
23 month. This subsection shall not apply to a resident manager

22

I

l.29

(4)

26

28

29

30
31

1.

l.

When the tenancy is from month to month, by giving I 1.

91 period; and

1.24

14 monthly, tenancy is from month to month; if payable quarterly,
1
15 tenancy is from quarter to quarter; if payable yearly, tenancy I 1.27

l.

not less than 15 days' notice prior to the end of any monthly

10

l.25

111 to duration of the tenancy, the duration is determined by the

When the tenancy is from quarter to quarter, by

(3)

demand or notice; periodic rent is payable at the beginning of I 1.23

l.24

(2)

quarterly period;

l.22

each rent payment period; and rent is uniformly apportionable

1.

giving not less than 30 days' notice prior to the end of any

l. 22

Unless otherwise agreed, rent is payable without

When the tenancy is from year to year, by giving

not less than 60 days' notice prior to the end of any annual

l.?.l

Rent; duration of tenancies.--

(1)

3
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Section 1.

Subsection (2) of section 83.43, Florida

171 Statutes, is amended to read:
18

83.43

Definitions.--As used in this part, the

E Cl>

19

following words and terms shall have the following meaninas

0
-c, L

20

unless some other meaning is nlainly indicated:

C: -�

:,.c
u
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u ....

"' 21
�
.0 0,
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0. 0.
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22
23
24
25
26

(2)

"Dwelling unit" means:

(a)

A structure or part of a structure that is rented

for use as a home, residence, or s1eepina placP by one person
or by two or more persons who maintain a common household.
(b)

A mobile home rented by a tenant.

(c)

A mobile home lot within a mobile home park that

27 is rented for occuoancy by one or more persons who own the

28

19

mobile home located on the lot.
ML A structure or part of a structure that is

301 furnisb_ecl_, with or without rent,_ as an incident of emolovment
31
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for use 2s a home, resiilence, or :3.leecinn rd2cc b·1 cr0 or rror<:

.e_ersons.

Sectinn 2.

to read:

83.46
( 1)

II

Section 83.46, Florioa Statut��, is ,mender

Unles� otherwise asreP2, rent is payable without

If the rental aareement contains no provi�ion as

12

periods for which the rent is payable. If the rent is pavable

14

monthly, tenancy is from month to month; if oayable nuarterly,

15
16

17
18

19

weekly, then the tenancy is from week to week; if pavable

tenancy is from cuarter to ouarter; if oayable yearly, tenancy
is from year to year.
J__3_l_

If the dwellina unit is furnisheo without rent as

an ircident of emEl.2.Yment and there is no aareemPnt as to the

duration of tenancy, Jhe duration is determined hi the oeriors

for which waaes are pavable.

22

waaes are oavable monthlv, then the tenancy iS' from month to

23
24

If waaes are �able 1•1eeklv or

of an apartment house or an apartment comolex unassociated

28

83.57

30

31

I)
14

15
17
18

19

20

23

This subsection shall not aoolv to a resident manaoer

25J w ith the emolovment of the tenant.

29

12

month.

271 to read:

\1!1<>n the tenancy is from month to month, by giving

ill period; and

21

Section 3.

When the tenancy is from ouarter to ouarter, by

IOI not less than 15 days' notice prior to the end of any monthly

more frecuentlv, ther the tenancv is from week to week; and i f

26

( 2)

4uarterly prriocl;

16

20
21

t·:hen the tenancy is from year to year, by givino

( J)

11 to duration of the tenancy, the duration i� �etermined hy the
13

(1)

giving not l0ss than 30 clayc' notice prior to the end of any

each rent payment p eriod; ar� rent is uriformlv appcrtinnahle
( 2)

(F. s. 1973], as follows:

period;

demand or notice; periodic rPnt is oayabl" at the 1,c,,1ir11ina of

10

8J.S6(4)

not less than 60 days' notice prior to the end of any annual

Rent; duration of tenancies.--

from day to day.

party givinq ,,, itten notice in the manner Provided in s.

Section 83.57, Florida Statutes, is amenr1 <>d

Remedies; termination of tenancy without

specific term.--A tenancy with □ llt a specific �uration, as

defined in s. 83.46 (2) ancl ill, r,,,1y be terminated by either
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22
2l

( 4)

When the tenancy is from week to week, by giving

not less than 7 clays' notice prior to the end of any weekly
period.

Section 4.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1981.

************��···························
HOUSE SUMMARY

Expands the term "dwelling unit" with resoect to the
landlord and tenant law to include a structure or part of
a struct·1re that is furnished, with or without rent, as
an incid•nt of employment for use as a home, residence,
or sleer i ng place by one or more persons. Provides that
the duration of tenancy of such a dwelling unit when
furnished without rent and without a duration agreement
is determined by the period for which waaes are payable,
except for a resident manager of an apartment complex
unassociated with the tenant's employment.

25
26

27

28
29
)0
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An act relating to landlord and tenant law;

3

amending s. 83.43(2), Florida Statutes,

4

expanding the term "dwelling unit" to include

5

structures furnished, with or without rent, as

6

an incident of employment for use as a home,

7

residence, or sleeping place; amending s.

8

83.46, Florida Statutes, providing for the

91

duration of a tenancy at such a dwelling place;

101

amending s. 83.57, Florida Statutes, providing

111

for the termination of such a tenancy;

12 I

providing an effective date.

13
141 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
15
161

Section 1.

Subsection (2) of section 83.43, Florida

171 Statutes, is amended to read:

181

83.43

Definitions.--As used in this part, the

191 following words and terms shall have the following meanings
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201 unless some other meaning is plainly indicated:
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211
221

(2)

"Dwelling unit" means:

(a)

A structure or part of a structure that is rented

241 or by two or more persons who maintain a common household.
251
261

(b)

A mobile home rented by a tenant.

(c)

A mobile home lot within a mobile home park that

271 is rented for occupancy by one or more persons who own the

28\ mobile home located on the lot.
291

(d)

A structure or part of a structure that is

301 furnished, with or without rent, as an incident of employment
31
1
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35-1267-81
1

for use as a home, residence, or sleeping place by one or more

2

persons.

4

to read:

3

5

Section 2.
83.46

(1)

6

Section 83.46, Florida Statutes, is amended

Rent; duration of tenancies.--

Unless otherwise agreed, rent is payable without

71 demand or notice; periodic rent is payable at the beginning of
Bl each rent payment period; and rent is uniformly apportionable

9

10
11

12

from day to day.
( 2)

If the rental agreement contains no provision as

to duration of the tenancy, the duration is determined by the

periods for which the rent is payable. If the rent is payable

13

weekly, then the tenancy is from week to week; if payable

15

tenancy is from quarter to quarter; if payable yearly, tenancy

14
16
17

monthly, tenancy is from month to month; if payable quarterly,

is from year to year.
(3)

If the dwelling unit is furnished without rent as

181 an incident of employment and there is no agreement as to the

19

,duration of tenancy, the duration is determined by the periods

21

more frequently, then the tenancy is from week to week; and if

20
22

23

24

for which wages are payable.

If wages are payable weekly or

wages are payable monthlv, then the tenanc� is from month to
month.

This subsection shall not apply to a resident manager

of an apartment house or an apartment complex when there is a

251 written agreement to the contrary.
26

Section 3.

271 to read:

Section 83.57, Florida Statutes, is amended

83.57 Remedies; termination of tenancy without
1
29 specific term.--A tenancy without a specific duration, as

28

301 defined in s. 83.46(2) and (3), may be terminated by either
31

2
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ll party giving written notice in the manner provided in s.

21 83.56(4) [F. S. 19731, as follows:
4
5

1

6
7

8

1

9

10
1

11

12
13

14

15

I

16

•:

17

18

21

22

23

24
25

(1)

When the tenancy is from year to year, by giving

(2)

When the tenancy is from quarter to quarter, by

not less than 60 days' notice prior to the end of any annual

period;

giving not less than 30 days' notice prior to the end of any
quarterly period;
(3)

When the tenancy is from month to month, by giving

not less than 15 days' notice prior to the end of any monthly

period; and
(4)

When the tenancy is from week to week, by giving

not less than 7 days' notice prior to the end of any weekly

period.

Section 4.

This act shall take effect October l, 1981.

***********X*****************************
SENATE SUMMARY

Expands the term "dwelling unit" with respect to the
landlord end tenant law to include a structure or part of
a structure that is furnished, with or without rent, as
an incident of employment for use as a home, residence,
or sleeping place by one or more persons. Provides that
the duration of tenancy of such a dwelling unit when
furnished without rent and without a duration agreement
is determined by the period for which wages are payable.
Provisions do not apply to a resident manager of an
apartment house or an apartment complex when there is a
written agreement to the contrary.

26
27

28
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.29

30

31
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. STAFF SU!1MARY OF
PROPOSED C0!1.'IITTEE DRAFTS
FOR
SELECT cmuUTTEE ON FARM LABOR RELATIONS
SCFLR CO'.·�IITTEE DRAFT U
This bill is designed to centralize all provisions relating to
farm labor in Chapter 451, Florida Statutes, and would place under
one new agency the functions of all state agencies which presently
serve, assist or affect farmworkers. However, the bill includes
safeguards designed to preserve federal funds which specify the
state agency which should administer the funds. The bill also creates
ne·,1 la·,1s which would benefit farraworkers, such as minimum wage, hours,
overtir.ie, work conditions job recruitment procedures, and civil
remedies. Finally, the bill establishes a trust fund made up of
an excise tax on fruits and vegetables. The fund would be used
for the operational expenses of the new agency and to finance the
co�:.iunity developnent corporation concept described in SCFLR
Co�.nittee Draft I
Bureau of Farm Labor
This pa::-ticular bill creates a Bureau of Fan:i Labor within the
Divisio� of Labor of the Department of CoM."erce. The Bureau would be
res;:,onsible for administering all farr.i labor laws and programs, whether
state or federal. However, any laws or progra,n- s which depend upon
federal funds ::lay be adninistered by another agency if federal funding
formulae so require. The Bl.!reau would also be responsible fcir coordinating
any other state agency which administers prog::-ams or lc·,s that affect
f arCT.1orl:ers. In that respe;ct, the Bureau would have greater power
than the present Migrant Labor Progran under section 450.181, Florida
Statutes (1975), which could only cooperate with other agencies but
not require cooperation in return.
Enforce::ient of far.:1 labor laws i::; a problem which the Select
Co::tnittee has investigated. Under this co::unittee draft. enforcement of
all laws relating to farnworkers would be consolidated under the Bureau.
��is would be an attem?t to reduce duplication of effort and manpower.
At the sane time, other field operations such as outreach and data
collection might be performed more efficiently.
Among the programs and laws which are transferred to the Bureau
under this draft are the following:
(1)

Migrant Labor Program, s. 450.181

(2)

Health Inspection of Labor Canps, s.381.422

(3)

Rural Manpower Services, s. 450.40

(4)

Farr.i Labor Registration, s. 450.27

Farm Labor Trust Fund
The committee draft proposes the creation of a trust fund to
provide a source of money for the operation of the Bureau and for
grants to community development corporations. The fund would be
supplied, under this scheme, by an excise tax of 5¢ on each standard
packed box of fruit and equivalent measure of vegetables cor.i."ercially
produced in Florida. Although the determination of an equivalent
standard for vegetables has been left to the rule or regulation of
the Bureau, the comr.1ittee may choose to make those determinations
legislatively.
The mechanics of the excise tax are patterned after the tax
imposed under the Florida Citrus Code, Section 601.15, Florida Statutes.
Farm Labor Contractor neaistration
The proposed draft provisions on farm labor contractor (or crew
chief) registration is similar to the current law, with two notable
changes. First, the exclusions for owners or leasees of farms in
Section 450.29, Florida Statutes, has been removed. Second, new
provisions have been included to more closely regulate job order
recruitment. Those provisions would require a farm labor contractor
to have a written order for employment before transporting a farmworker
more than 75 miles from his residence. If no written order has been
obtained, the contractor is liable to pay the farr:;worker's wages for at
least three days at eight hours per day, up to the actual length of
the trip. It also requires the contractor to make a written contract
stating terms and conditions of employment when a farmworker is recruitec
for a job more than 75 miles from his residence.
Wages, Hours and Conditions
Under the pro�osed committee draft, minimum wages are tied to the
prevailing minimum wage under the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act,
as amended, 29 U.S.C. 201. Employers must provide an eight hour work
day, and must pay overtime for hours in excess of 48 hours per week.
Finally, a farm·.1orker would be paid for time spent walking or riding
to different fields of the employer during the work day.
The wage payment procedures in the comnittee draft are intended
to insure the farmworker prompt payment. They require regular pay days
within one week of the end of the calendar work week and within six days
of termination date of employment. They also prohibit deductions, with
drawals, and withholdings from wages except where authorized by law,
or pursuant to a group insurance or prepaid services agreement entered
into by the farmworkers.
Under the draft, no worker can be forced to work over 10 hours
in a day or 48 hours per week. For purroses of maximUJ:1.hours, hours
worked for different employers are cumulative.
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The proposed draft also includes provisions requiring employers
to maintain toliet and hand11ashing facilities, as well as potable drinking
water, within 250 yardA from where employees are working.
Ci vi 1 ;'te.-:iedies
The proposed cofil�ittee draft provides broad civil remedies for
any farnrMorker aggrieved by the actions of an employer or the inaction
of the Bureau. Such actions are to he heard under the rules of s=ary
prccedure to expedite any relief which a far.:-.worker may deserve. Further,
farr.:·.:o:::;.;ers need not exhaust ad;:iinistrati've remedies before filing a
civil action, nor may a farm:�orker agree to waive his right to a civil
re�edy. If a farm labo::: contractor violates the provisions of the act
but cannot be served notice of a civil action, substituted service uoon
t!:.c Bureau Chief is provided. Finally, it would be unlawful for an ·
e:::-.ployer to take retaliatory action against a farmworker for exercising
his rights under the act. Any adverse action taken within 60 days of
L�e exercise of a right would be presumed retaliatory.
Penalties
There are three governmental actions which may be taken to correct
or punish violations of the act. First, violations of certain provisions
are r.ade a second degree misdemeanor. Second, the Bureau may issue
ce�se and desist orders and take other action to correct a violation.
Third, L�e Bureau may assess civil penalties up to $1,000 for each
offense.
Leg�slative Cor.i::iission on Farm Labor
In keepir:g with the ther.1e of serving all farm workers - not only
n:.c;rants - the Legislative Cofil".lission on Migrant Labor, under Section
�50.201, Florida Statutes, would be renamed the Legislative Commission
or. Farm Labor ar.d be transferred to Chapter 451.
SC:LR CO!t:·!ITTEE D!'-;FT #2
Proposed Com.�ittee Draft ff2 amends Florida's Unemployment
Co;:i?ensation Law, Chapter 443, Florida Statutes, to expand coverage to
certain :5.rrrr,1orkers. It goes far enough to meet the minimal requirements
under rscent anc,nc!.".lents to thP. federal law: employers paying $20,000
cash to farr:,10rl:ers in any calendar year, or hiring 10 farmworkers for
sorae portion of a day in each of 20 calendar weeks, must participate.
In c!:!rtain cases, the farn labor contractor would be the participating
e�ployer rather than the farmer.
This draft is patterned after one drafted by the House Committee
on Co!".l..�erce so as to qualify Florida's unemployment compensation progra..�
for federal funds.

3

SCFLR COM!-IITTEE DRAFT # 3
This bill amends Section 769.01, Florida Statutes, into the hazarc
ous occupations, which allows the injured worker the rights to recover
for dru�ages. This would permit the inclusion of farm labor which
requires the operation of machinery or direct contact with prohibited
or restricted chemicals as defined by rule pursuant to s. 487.042.
SCFLR COI-IMI'ITEE DRAFT #4
This bill amends Section 440.02, Florida Statutes, relating
to workman's compensation law which gives financial assistance to a
worker who has a work related injury. This would include agricultural
labor performed on a farm in the employ of a bona fide farmer, or
association of farmers, who employ 5 or less regular employees and
who employ less than 12 other employees at one time for seasonal
agricultural labor that is completed in less that 30 days, provided
such seasonal employment does not exceed 45 days in the sa..�e calendar
year.
SCFLR co:--UUTTEE DRAFT- f,5
This bill amends Section 83.42(2), Florica Statutes, relating
to the landlord-tenant law. Redefines the term "dwelling unit" to
include structures operated or used as living quarters for four or
more seasonal, temporary or migrant workers.
SCFLR COM!IITTEE ORJI.FT ff6
Relating to labor, this bill is designed to prohibit the employ
ment of aliens who do not have federal authorization to work. The
proposed legislation prohibits any person from aiding, abetting,
counseling, recruiting or procuring for employment an alien who is
not authorized by Li1e federal government to work in the United States.
Requires any employer, including one who contracts labor for ancther,
who knowingly employs an alien to check with the United States
Immigration and Naturalization Service to verify that such alien
is authorized by the federal government to work in the United States.
Provides penalty for violation of this act.
SCFLR cm-L'IITTEE DRAFT ff 7
Provides for the creation of the CDC through the guidance of
the Bureau of Farm Labor which will assist each CDC in establishing
a board of directors, training the board in all facets of business
management, an<l development of necessary programs for the community.
The CDC will be governed by a board of directors elected by their
respective constituencies at the annual meeting of each corporation.
CDC's will be registered as such with the appropriate agencies of
the state and federal government and the Bureau of Farm Labor as well
as meeting the necessary criteria to establish tax exemptions under
IRS codes, Section 50l(c).
4

Each CDC is responsible for identifying the particular health,
education and social needs of its constituency; deter�ining workable
solutions, securing adequate resources and implementing the necessary
programs to achieve their goals.
Grants are to be adr:u.nistered by the Dureau of Farm Labor to
those CDC's which establish certification. Grants are to be used for:
establishing day-care centers and educational prograJ:1s, developing
health ca re programs and assisting in development of housing.
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A bill to be entitled
An act relating to the landlord and tenant law;
amending s. 83.43(21, Florida Statutes,
redefining the term "dwelling unit" to include

s

structures operated o_r used as living quarters

6

for four or more seasonal, te�porary, or

7

llligrant workers; providing an effective date.

8
9 (Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida,
10
11

Section 1.

Subsection (21 of section 83.43, Florida

12 I Statutes, is amended to rend:

13

83.43

Oefinitions.--As used in this part, the following

14 (words and terms shall have the following meanings unless some
15 I other meaning is plainly indicated:
16

(21

"Dwelling unit" means:

17

(al

A structure or part of a structure that is rented

18 I for use as a home, residence, or sleeping place by one person
19 (or by two or more persons who maintain a common household.
20

(bl

A mobile home rented by a tenant.

21

(c l

A mobile home lot within a mobile home park that

22 I is rented for occupancy by one or more persons who own the
23 I mobile home located on the lot.
24

(d)

A structure or onrt of a structure that is

25 I operated or used as_living quarters for five or more seasonal,
26

temporary, or miqrant workers, whether or not rent is paid or

27

reserved in connection with the use or occuoancy of such a

28

structure or oart of a structure.

2� I

Section 2.

This act shall take effect July l,·1977.

3b
31
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An act relating to the landlord and tenant law;
3
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LC'".) -<.,{t.,{.f, ,,"
amending s. 83.43(2), Florida Statutes, redefining

4

the term "dwelling unit" to include structure

5

furnished as an incident of employment; amending

6

s. 83.46 determining duration of tenancy for such
structures; amending s. 83.57 specifying notice

8

requirements; providing an effective date.

9
101 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
11
12
131

14

Section 1.

Subsection (2)

of section 84.43, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
83.43

Definitions.--As used in this part, the follow-

151 ing words and terms shall have the following meanings unless
161

some other meaning is plainly indicated:

17

(2)

18

(a)

"Dwelling unit" means:
A structure or part of a structure that is rented

191 for use as a home, residence, or sleeping place by one person
201 or by two or more persons who maintain a common household.
21

(b)

22

(c)

A mobile home rented by a tenant.
A mobile home lot within a mobile home park that

231 is rented for occupancy by one or more persons who own the
241 mobile home located on the lot.

25

261

(d)

A structure or £art of a structure that is furnish-

ed with or without rent as an incident of emEl:s2_yment for use

VI as a home, residence, or sleeping place by one or more persons.
28

Section 2.

Section 83.46, Florida Statutes is amended

291 to read:

30

84.36

Rent; duration of tenancies.--

31
1
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(1)

Unless otherwise agreed, rent is payable without

2

demand or notice; periodic rent is payable at the beginning

3

of each rent payment period, and rent is uniformly apportion

4

able from day to day.

5
6

(2)

If the rental agreement contains no provision as

to duration of the tenancy, the duration is determined by
the periods for which the rent is payable.

If the rent is

8

payable weekly, then the tenancy is from week to week; if

9

payable monthly, tenancy is from month to month; if payable

10

quarterly, tenancy is from quarter to quarter; if payable

ll

yearly, tenancy is from year to year.

12

(3)

If the dwelling unit is furnished without rent

13

as an incident of employment and there is no agreement as

14

to the duration of tenancy, the duration is determined by the

15

periods for which wages are payable.

16

weekly or more frequently, then the tenancy is from week to

17

week; and if wages are payable monthly, then the tenancy is

18

from month to month.

19

Section 3.

W
21

If wages are payable

Section 83.57, Florida Statutes, is amended

to read:
83.57

Remedies; termination of tenancy without

22

specific term.--A tenancy without a specific duration, as

23

defined in s. 83.46(2) and s. 83.46(3), may be terminated by

24

either party giving written notice in the manner provided

25

in s. 83.56(4) (F.S. 1973), as follows:

26

(1)

When the tenancy is from year to year, by giving

27

not less than 60 days' notice prior to the end of any annual

28

period;

29
30

(2)

When the tenancy is from quarter to quarter, by

giving not less than 30 days' notice prior to the end of the

31
2
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quarterly period;
21

(3)

When the tenancy is from month to month, by

JI giving not less than 15 days' notice prior to the end of any
41 monthly period; and
5

(4)

When the tenancy is from week to week, by giving

61 not less than 7 days' notice prior to the end of any weekly
period.
8

Section 4.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1917.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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E�TRODUCTI ON
INCEPTION AND CHARGES

At the end of the 1976 Legislative Session, Speaker of the

House of Representatives, the Honorable Donald L. Tucker (D-Tallahassee),
appointed the Select Committee on Farm Labor Relations, charging the
Committee with the task of
"assessing the matter of farm labor and
farm labor relations, to define current
problems, and to determine the need of
legislative proposals to address those
problems."
Chaired by Representative Sidney Martin (D-Hawthorne),
Representative

the Committee was composed of eight members:

Fred Burrall (R-Port Charlotte), Representative John R. Forbes
(D-Jacksonville), Representative Bob Hattaway (D-Altamonte Springs),
Representative Gwen Margolis (D-Miarni), Representative Wayne Mixson
(D-Marianna), and Representative Steve Pajcic (D-Jacksonville).
The Committee held its initial organizational meeting
in July, 1976.

Regularly scheduled meetings began August 10, 1976,

at which time the Speaker officially charged the Committee with
its duties and responsibilities.

The Committee met on November 17,

1976, to discuss problems relating to farm labor relations in
general.

On January 13, 1977, the Committee met to hear state

agency testimony relating to the Committee's charge by the Speaker.
The Committee again met on March 7, 1977, to hear further state
agency testimony.
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In an effort to review the systems of state agencies delivering
services to migrants and seasonal far:rrr;•1orkers as a target group and
as a part of Florida's rural population, the Committee on
October 25, 1976, requested the following information from the
various state agencies;
(1)

A brief summary of the duties and responsibilities
of the agencies in relation to farmworkers under
applicable federal laws and Florida Statutes, as
well as applicable rules and regulations (citing
authorizing laws and rules specifically).

(2)

Laws the agencies administer from which farmworkers
are excepted or treated as a special group.

(3)

Overlapping or concurring functions the various
agencies have in relation to other state and federal
agencies.

(4)

Problems encountered by the agencies in carrying
out their duties.

(5)

Agency recoTIL�endations to remedy these problems.

(6)

Organizational charts (to the bureau level) of
agencies involved in delivering services to migrant
and seasonal farmworkers.

(7)

Amounts and sources of funds spent by program for
migrant and seasonal farmworkers.

(8)

Number of compliance officers needed.

(9)

Extent of implementation by agency to comply with
staff report recommendations resulting from the
Governor's Coordinating Task Force on Migrant
and Rural Poor.

The agencies' responses to the Committee request for
information offered the following insight. (See Appendix I for
agency proposed reorganization.)
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PROGR/1,MS SERVING F/\RM\·!ORl<EPS U! FLORIDA
1.

Department_��ommunity Affairs
Mig:i;-_a_nt Labor Program - The Migrant Labor Program is the only
state agency legislated the responsibility of dealing with
the gamut of migrant and seasonal farmworker problems.

Its

purpose is to provide an agency sensitive to and knowledgeable
of existing resources at the federal, state and local level
(private nonprofit as well as public) available to migrant
and seasonal farmworkers in the State.
2.

Department of Education
(a) Migrant_f_hild Compensatory Education Progra� - This program
serves migrant children in Early Childhood Learning (3 to 5 years),
Language Tutorial, and Learn and Earn (vocational for children
12 to 17 years).
(b) Adult Mi<;Jrant and Seasonal Farmworker Education Program This program provides alternative occupational counseling and
training, coupled with job placement and follow-up services
for migrant and seasonal farmworkers.

3.

Department of Commerce
(a) Crew Leader Registration and Enforcement - This progra�
handles enforcement of the Florida Farm Labor Contractor
Registration Act which includes the registration process for
crew leaders.
(b) Migran1:___!i�nitor/Advocates - This program is responsible
for the monitoring of local Employment Service Offices to
assure equal treatment for migrant and seasonal farmworkers
in the delivery of services by these offices.

4.

Department of _!:!__ealth and Rehabilitative Services
(a) Migrant Health Program Office - This office

monitors

activities of migrant health projects operated through local
health departments.
{b) Sanitation - This program is responsible for the inspection
and permitting of migrant labor ca�ps (Chapter l0D-25, F.A.C.)
and enforcement of the Field Sanitation (potable drinking water,
hand-washing and toliet facilities in the field, Chapter
l0D-10, F.A.C.).

0THER TESTIMO;N
In addition to testimony obtained from the various State
agencies, the Committee also held hearings in the Lakeland/Polk
County area on December 14-15, 1976.

Witnesses included

Ted Windsberg and Fred St�ff.
The following is a summary of proceedings conducted by the
Select Committee on Farm Labor Relations with Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Windsberg, who are farmers operating approximately 300 acres
in Boynton Beach, Florida.
The main crop of the Windsberg farm is bell pepper.
and corn are also harvested.
a large labor force.

Cucumbers

Peppers are labor intensive and require

Employment consists of 10 year-round employees

who live on the farm and 40 to 50 additional workers from July to

May who help with the cultural and harvesting aspects of the farm.
Of these, half are Puerto Rican and half are Black.
The 1975 fiscal payroll was $208,000 plus workmen's compensation,
F.I.C.A., bonus and fringe benefits.

To date, work has reached 40,494

man-hours, with a gross payroll of $109,921 averaging $2.70 per hour.
The Windsbergs provide rent free housing in some cases,
additional funds in certain instances, 20 minute breaks, field
toilets, and guaranteed hours of work.

In addition, the Windsbergs

have established a sick day policy, rent equalizers, bonuses, free
meals, and medical and dental care for their laborers.

The ability

to provide these benefits is directly related to marketability of
the crop.
Mr. Windsberg suggested that labor relations can be improved
with worker organization and cooperation between management and
labor to get the job done, but is adamantly opposed to unionization.
Frederick P. Staff, until recently, was the State Coordinator
for the Migrant Labor Program in the Department of Community Affairs.
In this capacity, Mr. Staff coordinated federal, state and local
programs affecting migrants in Florida.

Mr. Staff has had extensive

experience in efforts within the State to aid farmworkers, and in
dealing with other State agencies to coordinate the delivery of
services to the farm laborer.
Mr. Staff's testimony indicated his concern with the flagrant
abuses by the crew leaders.

Their responsibilities include contract

ing with individual growers or corporations during harvest time,

transporting workers to the job site, seeing th�t the job is completed,
occasionally providing housing, paying the worker, maintaining
employment records and providing workers with earning records.
According to Mr. Staff, some crew leaders are the sole source
of support, transportation, housing, assistance and food to the workers.
If the crew leaders do not provide the worker with medical facilities
or obtain medical assistance for the worker, he often goes without.
Testimony noted that, for example, the law prescribes that
housing must have adequate heatinq.

In cases where no heating is

provided, crew leaders rent heaters to workers for $40 a season.
These electric heaters often blow the fuses leaving the families
not only without heat, but also without lights.
According to Mr. Staff, after receiving the payroll from
the farmer, the crew leader may keep a portion of the workers' salary
for himself, many times shortchanging the worker.
Mr. Staff supports -the idea of a union for farm laborers.
This would give the workers limited power, organization, and pride.
He does not feel unionization will eliminate all the problems but
feels it would overcome the powerlessness of the individual.
Mr. Staff made several recommendations concerning the multifaceted problems of farmworkers:
(1)

Creation of a single agency which would approach all

the problems of farmworkers and handle crew chief registration.
(2)

Strong health and sanitation inspection.

(3)

Creation of a state-wide housing program to serve

all low income people, including farmworkers.

c-�1

U'.·IPJ�JOU(.JCED FIELD \/ISITS
Unannounced field visits were conducted in order to determine
as much of the "true" camp conditions as possible.

On December 14,

1976, after discussions with several officers of the Minute Maid
and Coca-Cola companies, including Mr. Robert Middlebrooks, Chairman
of the Board, the Committee conducted a tour of the facilities
for farmworkers and their families provided 0y the .Minute !·1ai<l
Corporation in conjunction with other groups.
According to Mr. Rudy Maxwell and Mr. D. Dunn, these
facilities include dental and medical clinics, educational classrooms,
housing subdivisions and day care centers.
The Coca-Cola Company Foods Division, on November 26, 1975,
entered into an agreement recognizing the United Farm Workers
of America, AFL-CIO, as the sole and exclusive representative of
its workers for purposes of collective bargaining.

The agreement

covers 43 items affecting housing, worker security, grievance
procedures, holidays, wages and hours of work.

The Company is

presently engaged in additional negotiations with the UF1'7.
It is interesting to note that of the seven Cruups visited,
only four of the camps possess state permits; Everglades Migrant
Trailer Facility, Frostprooof Area Family Health Service,
Redlands Migrant Labor Camp and the South Dade Migrant Farm Labor
Camp.

C7J

EVERGLADES MIGRA�T TRAILER FACILITY (DADE COUNTY)

The Everglades Migrant Trailer Facility, operated by Dade

County, is located near Florida City.

There are approximately

3 85 trailers housing 400 families and a waiting list of 16 families.
The cost is $19 per week (3 bedrooms) without furniture.
A day care center is available w:-iich is free (100% migrant).
No heating is available and where it is, it is too expensive.

�

Some trailers are run down, with insulation ripped out.
4.from Food Stamp progra�s � available in the camp.

No food

Due to the fact that funds are not readily available,
movement is staqnated.

SOUTH DADE MIGRANT FARM LABOR CAMP (DADE COUNTY)
The South Dade Migrant Farm Labor Camp is located approximately
30 miles south of Miami.

Initially ( 1930's-40's) it was a training

base for the Armed Forces.

It was rebuilt by the Homestead Housing

Authority with the partial assistance of the Farmer's Home Adminis
tration.

The camp is utilized by some permanent residents as well

as migrants.

Presently it will accommodate 2,000 residents.

Trailers on the site have been provided by the Department
of Education for child migrant education programs.
A day care program is available on the premises with 150
enrolled ½
(
migrant and½ permanent).

Funding for the child day

care program comes from three sources:

75% federal funds, 12.5%

state funds, 12.5% county funds.
7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
months.

The facilities are open from

Migrant children usually stay about eight

The children are taken care of by 25 persons.

and two meals are provided pursuant to the camp grant.

Two snacks
Title 20,

HRS medical care is also available at the Martin Luther King Medical
Center in Homestead.

Recently, the county has granted funds to

rebuild a building for a new day care center.
Low cost family housing is provided by the Homestead
Housing Authority at $21 per week 4
(
bedrooms) and $17 per week
( 2 bedrooms).
Health hazards such as broken glass and old refrigerators
are not uncommon.

No adequate fire protection is available other

than extinguishers at the day care centers.
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REDLANDS MIGRANT LABOR CAf1P (DADE COUNTY)
On January 26-27, 1977, the Committee traveled to Redlands,
Florida, for the purpose of touring migrant labor camps.
The migrant camp located at Redlands is run by the Homestead
Housing Authority.

The camp accornmoda�es approximately 800 persons.

The camp was formerly the site of the Conservation Corps Center.

A

day care center, as well as trailer schools are maintained at
the camp.

Low cost housing is provided for farm labor families

at the rate of:

(1 bedroom) $15 per week, (2 bedrooms) $17 per week,

(3 bedrooms) $19 per week, and (4 bedrooms) $21 per week.

A

&

J HARVESTING CORPORATION (POLK COUNTY)
A & J Harvesting Corporation, located near Frostproof,

is owned and operated by the Hilltop Baptist Church.
once a black school.

It was

There are also trailers on the site which

rent for $50 per month.

FROSTPROOF AREA FAMILY HEALTH SERVICE (POLK COUNTY)

The Frostproof Area Family Health Service was formerly a

labor camp.

Fifty percent migrants and fifty percent non-migrants

are served by the facilities

The land is owned by the Minute Maid

Corporation and leased to Agriculture and Labor Program, Inc., a
nonprofit corporation, for one million dollars.

Mr. Z. C. Clay,

the Executive Director of the Agriculture and Labor Program
(Auburndale, Florida) said the program was set up to benefit farmworkers by use of the follrn1ing principles:
people,

(2) self-help,

(1) involvement by

(3) heavy emphasis on economic development

and viability, and (4) sound total integrated system - whole man
approach.
The program operates on a $21 million annual budget obtained
from the U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, U. S.
Department of Labor, Florida Department of Conununity Affairs and
the Coca-Cola Company Foods Division.
Originally set up in 1970 as a child development center,
other programs followed such as: medical clinic, Living and Learning
Library, tutorial program, and adult education prograr.:1s.
Time off with pay is given to those completing high school and college.
A person must have a high school diploma in order to work in FAFHS
and FAFHS assists persons in obtaining diDlomas.

The FAFHS also

provides reading and nutrition classes for all ages, as well as
citizenship orientation for attendants to become involved as citizens.
From January 1, 1976 to November, 1976, FAFHS served 42,000
persons on a one-to-one basis.

SPOAT ROGERS CAMP (HARDEE COUNTY)
The Spoat Rogers Camp is composed of seven block house-like
structures housing 60-70 persons.

Also located on the site is one

large shack and eight smaller shacks.
Power is provided thru extension cords.
blankets are provided.

Mattresses and

Bathrooms consist of a concrete circle

with no flushing facilities or paper provided.

There are no showers

in the shacks (buckets are used).
Most of the migrants work from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Workers pick cucumbers or squash and give their crew leaders
receipts according to the amounts picked.

The workers do not

keep receipts and the crew leaders simply pay the workers what
they want to pay, according to some of the workers interviewed.

M, A, BROWN CAMP (HARDEE COUNTY)
The M. A. Brown Camp located in Hardee County accommodates
seven persons with housing and meals.

According to a cook on the

premises, a room and three daily meals are provided for $35 per
week.

The rooms are kept clean and almost all windows had screens.
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0T!-1Er FACTORS /\FFECTH!G F.AW1 LABnq REU\TI 0:-JS
MIGRANT HOUSING CRISIS
While the average !nigrant family in Florida has about five
members, the average Florida migrant dwelling has only 1.9 rooms
(according to the Florida Christian Migrant Ministry).

About 90.4

percent of these dwellings have no sink; 95.6 percent have no
toliet; and 96.5 percent have no showers or bathtubs (Florida
Christian �igrant Ministry).

In 1974, the Florida DeparL�ent

of Health withdrew its certification from nearly half of the
1
migrant labor camps in the state.
In an attempt to help meet these housing needs the United
States Department of Agriculture, Farmers Home Administration,
has appropriated loans and grants in excess of $17 million.
( See Appendix I I for charts)
Although Florida does have laws regulating housing in
migrant labor camps, migrants still remain the most poorly housed
of all rural and urban populations.

The Deoartment of Health and

Rehabilitative Services, Division of Health, issues licenses to
those operating migrant labor ca��s.

In order to qualify for the

license the camp must conform to minium standards prescribed by
the Florida Sanitary Code.

The key to the failure of most such

codes seems to be a lack of adequate enforce!nent and inspection
procedures.

----�l�.-�A��M�essage from Cesar E. Chavez, President, United
Farm T:Iorkers of America.

SANITATION

As mentioned above, the lack of proper sanitation is one

of the greatest adverse conditions affecting migrant and seasonal
farmworkers.

Of the labor camps inspected, the majority were

found to have insufficient sanitary facilities, i.e., no showers,
toliets without flushinq facilities.

According to a study under

taken by the University of Florida, it was found that of the
typical unskilled laborers of Lacrosse (Alachua County), 95% earned
less than $8,000/year, 50% earned less than $4,200/year, 71% owned
modest housing of which 95% had electricity and telephones, but
only 63% had indoor plumbing.
Although this study was taken from the citizens of Lacrosse
rather than the migrant farmworkers there, it reflects again the
need for enforcement of sanitation codes.

Y E/1,LTH PR03 LEMS
Partially due to poor and unsanitary housing conditions,
migrant farmworkers have serious health problems.

The Department

of Health and Rehabilitative Services, through the Migrant Health
Program, attempts to combat poor medical services for migrants.
This program includes 10 projects covering 13 counties.

The

objective is to render health service to agricultural migrants and
seasonal far:r.1workers.

Services include �edical, dental, nursing

and nutrition offered during the daytime and especially evenings.
The services rendered are primarily in migrant health clinics
with some health department facilities also being utilized.
Here again, we have a relatively good program meeting the needs
of many migrants and yet nroviding inadequate solutions as a whole.

CHILD LABOR AND EDUCATION

Because of the low level of annual income, many migrant

children are required to help in the fields.

Although Florida's

child labor law prohibits anyone under tHelve years from working
any time, those under age sixteen can work during non-school hours.
The shortcoming is that the act does not apply to minors engaged
in farnv1ork during hours when school is not in session.

While

this law offers a measure of protection, like the housing deficiency,
it suffers the lack of compliance and ineffective enforcement.
The Florida Migratory Child Compensatory Program (Department of
Education) attempts to provide special educational needs of migrant
children, agricultural and fishermen, through development and
implementation of programs.

The Migrant Early Childhood Learning

Program provides a ?reschool curriculum placing special emphasis
on early intervention into the lives of preschool migrant children.

C;�"J

This program is designed to provide for a nurturing, stimulating,
exploratory environment for the total individual development of the
young child through health and nutrition, language development/
communication skills, social and emotional development, motor
development, parental involvement, basic academic skills and
evaluation.

One reason for the inadequacy of this program might

be its inavailability to all migrants.

CRE\'I LEADERS
Out of approximately 150, O O O migrant workers in Florida each
year, 82% work under crew leaders.

The crew leader is vital in

the relation between farmer and farmworker.

As a crew leader (chief),

a person is responsible for recruiting, transporting and hiring
farm laborers during a time of seasonal farm work.

The crew leader

is responsible to the farmer for overseeing the laborers and
paying the workers their wages (usually on a weekly basis).

Chapter

450, Part III, Florida Statutes, the Farm Labor Registration Law,
sets forth requirements for the registration of crew chiefs.
the majority of the crew chiefs are not registered.

However,

All too often

crew chiefs take advantage of the seasonal workers by short-changing
them on their wages (paying less than promised) and failing to
provide the workers with statements

showing the ar:1ount of taxes,

etc., deducted from the pay checks.

Crew leaders also become

responsible for providing housing for the workers as well as
medical attention.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

To some extent the problem in farm labor relations today

stems from the historically unequal treatment of farm and industrial
laborers by both federal and state legislatures.
this treatment are varied:

The reasons for

difference in the nature of the work,

the strength of agricultural interests, and the perishable nature
of farm products are but some of them.

As a result, farmworkers

now are requesting the benefits and rights which were granted to
their industrial counterparts 30 to 40 years ago.
When Congress enacted the National Labor Relations Act in

1935, agricultural laborers were exempted.

Therefore, they have

no federal statutory right to collective bargaining.

Likewise, farm

workers are also excluded from other federal legislation which is
designed to benefit industrial workers.
excludes from its definition of "wages":

The Social Security Act
(1) remuneration paid

for agricultural labor in any medium other than cash and (2) re
muneration paid to an agricultural laborer whom the employer paid
less than $150 or who works less than 20 days for the employer
during the calendar year.

The Fair Labor Standards Act, which

provides minimum wages and maximum hours, also covers relatively
few farmworkers.

Under that law, workers on a farm which does not

use more than 500 man-days of agricultural labor in any calendar
quarter are deprived of the benefits of the act.

It has been

estimated that this limitation alone excludes 98% of the farms
and 65% of the farmworkers in the United States.

In addition,

the act excludes (1) members of the employers immediate family,
(2) hand-harvest laborers who work on a piece/rate basis,

(3)

farmworkers who commute daily, (4) workers employed in agriculture
less than 13 weeks in the preceding year, and (5) workers under

C 17 "J

sixteen years of age.
With the exception of the Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970, which applies to any agricultural employer of one
or more workers, the most important federal legislation affecting
labor relations excludes many farmworkers.

Moreover, many "covered"

farmworkers do not receive the benefits of the legislation because
of enforcement problems.
On the state level, Florida's labor laws do not treat farm
workers the same as non-farm workers.

The Workmen's Compensation

Act covers farm workers on farms which employ at least five workers
on a regular basis or at least 12 workers during peak season.
Florida's Unemployment Compensation Act excludes all farmworkers
from its coverage.

The prohibitions against the use of child

labor in certain hazardous occupations apply to farmwork, but
the maximum hours limitation exclude children employed in farmwork.
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Chart l is a list of state agencies by department which may
serve farmworkers and indicates which programs serve farm
workers exclusively.
Chart 2 shows state and federal moneys appropriated for farm
worker programs, lists laws which authorizes these programs
and their funding sources. Finally, it shows the total funds
appropriated in Florida exclusively for farmworker programs
for fiscal year 1975 - 76.
Chart 3 shows a detail of organizational charts showing units

of the four state departments which have programs serving
farmworkers. Farmworkers are eligible for all programs in
HRS through the service district; only the Migrant Health
Section is shown. See Chart 1 for a listing of other pro
grams available to farmworkers through HRS.
Charts 4 through 7 show possible government reorganizations
·of agencies serving farmworkers. Since programs in Commerce
and one program in Education may not be moved, the charts
show a proposed reorganization of those programs which may
be moved. Boxes in the corners of the charts show the agen
cies which must remain seperate in present departments.
Chart 4 creates either of two new units in the Department of Commerce. One is a Bureau of Farm Labor Support
Services in the Division of Employment Security, which
would incorporate the Migrant Labor Program in the
Department of Community Affairs, the Migrant Health Pro
gram in DHRS and the Adult Migrant and seasonal Farmworker
Program in the Department of Education. The other proposed
unit is similar to the first but creates a new section in
the Bureau of Employment Services.
Chart 5 creates a new Bureau of Farm Labor Services under
Special Programs in the Department of Education. The Bur
eau would consist of the Migrant Labor Program in the De
partment of Community Affairs, the Adult Migrant and Sea
sonal Far��orker Project of �he Division of Vocational
Education, DOE; the Migrant Child Compensatory Education
Program in the Division of Public Schools of the DOE;
and the Migrant Health Project in the DHRS.
Chart 6 creates a new Program Office for Farm Labor Ser
vices in the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Ser
vices. This office would consist of the Migrant Labor
Program of the Department of Community Affairs, the Adult
Migrant and Seasonal Farmworker Project of the DOE, and
the Migrant Health Project of the DHRS.
Chart 7 creates either of two new units in the Department
of Community Affairs. One is a new Bureau of Farm Labor
and the Rural Poor in the Division of Community Services.
This Bureau would consist of the Migrant Labor Program
which is now located in this division, the Migrant Health
Project of the DHRS and the Adult Migrant and Seasonal
Farmworker Project of the DOE. The other proposed unit is
the same as the first but creates a new division.

CHART

I

STATE AGENCIES SERVING MIGRANT AND SEASONl\L
Fl\R!-:WORKERS.

Below is a list by Department of state programs serving farm
workers. Those programs �hich serve only migrant or seasonal
farmworkers are indicated by an asterisk (*).
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
* Adult Migrant and Seasonal Farmworker Education Project
{vocational education)
Florida Migrant Child Compensatory Education Program
DEPl\.RTMENT OF HEALTH AND.REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
* Migrant Health (including East Coast Migrant Entitlement Project)
County Health Departments - general public health program;
sanitation program including inspection of labor camps,
financial assistance and social services, AFDC, adoptions,
foster homes, child abuse prevention
Federal Food Stamp program
Children's Medical Services
Programs under the Older Americans Act
DEPAP.'l'/.1ENT OF CO'.t:'.E�CC:
Division of Er:iploy::ient Security - Florida Employment Service full range of e::iploy�ent services (however, few state agency
openings are listed with the FES); crew leader registration;
inspection of contract housing
Special Unemployment Compensation (SUA)
Division of Labor
Workmen's Compensation
Labor Relatio:cs
Mediation and Conciliation Service
Division of Econc�ic Development (may develop a program
from which farmworkers can benefit)
DEPARTMENT 0:- co:.::w:lITY AFFAIRS
-•-T!"{grant Labor Program
Community Actio!, Agencies
Head Start; neighborhood service
centers; information and job referral; rural transportation;
low income cooµeratives; progra�s serving special target groups:
e>:pectant n,others, elderly, etc.
Manpower Services Council

CHART 2

State and Federal Funds Appropriated to Agencies to serve Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers exclusively
PROGRAM

AGENCY

APPROPRIATION

PUBLIC LAW

Migrant Health Project

HRS

East Coast Migrant Entitle
ment Program

HRS

$ 2,172,781
160,884
700,000
3,033,665

Public Health Services
Act - Title I, Section 319
PL 94-63 42nd US Congress 13.246

Employment Security Rural Manpower Services

COMMERCE Crew Chief Reg
istration ..238,916

Migrant Labor Program

General
Revenue ....150,000
CETA and
100,000
Regional
Funds .•.•..395,000
883,916
COMMUNITY General
AFFAIRS
Revenue .•..85,466
67,494
(CETA 17,494)
(CSA 50,.;_0-'--00-'--)'---·-��
152,960

�
�
L.s

450.40-.44, Florida Statµtes
· I
CETA, DOL

450.191 Florida Statutes

Title I, Migrant Child
Co�pensatory Education
Program

DOE

16,912,200

PL 93-380

Adult Migrant and Sea
sonal Farmworker Pro
ject

DOE

2,560,?.00
19,472,400

PL 91-203

GRAND TOTAL

$23,542,941

SOURCE of FUNDS
Public Health Service
Administration
Fees, State Surplus Funds
and extra federal regional
money

State
CETA - Office of Manpower Plann
ing;Balance of State
Money granted to Div
ision of E�ploy;nent
Security; Cc.7L.�unity Ser
vices AdQinistration;
Department o f Education
ESEA, Title I
CETA, Title III, S. 303;
DOL
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A�ount Loan

1'\r.:oun t �rar. t

Collier County H. A.

$1,042,450

$2,234,150

Eoccstead Housing Auth.

9-7-76

$

$

252,730

9-10-76

Renovation

$

542,:20

9-9-76

Renovation

3lf7,000

Pocpano 3ea�h Eousing Auth.

Da:e A;,o:::cved

Ko. Units

Pu:::oose

120

Kew units

Palm Bea�h Coun:y Housing
P.uthori ty

$1,566,300

$1,760,COO

6-30-75

110

New units

�'.et. De.de County

$3,834,370

$

TOTALS

9-9-76

162

$6,790,120

Kew units

$5,399,650

610,C::50

Acount of Request
Eousing A�thority City of
Belle Glade
Letter of request dated 2/18/77

392

Pu:::posc

$150,000 Grant

Re:--..ova � io!l

1977 XATIOXAL APP�OPRIATIOX
Labor �ousing Loans
Labor Housing Grants

$10 Hillie�
$7. S �:ill ion

LABOR HOUSING LOANS A:.\'D GRi\i\'TS Ol'TSTA..�DING IN FLORIDA

of Project

Date Approved

Date Closed

No. Un:

3-15-68
11-20-68

12-11-68
12-11-68

632

10-19-65

1-31-66

12

$ 1,586,930
50,000(s)

1-12-72
5-14-74

10-18-72
11-4-74

150

$1,250,000
1,450,000(s)

$ 1. 000, 000
1,659,000

6-30-67
6-13-69

6-13-69
12-26-69

600

$1,250,000

$

6-24-66
5-17-68
1-3-73
5-17-74

5-23-68
5-23-68
1-30-75
1-30-75

400

Amount Loan

Amount Grant

cy of Belle Glade Housing
.'.u�hority

$2,500,000

$ 1,567,500
318,400(s)

i tt Housing Corp.

$

60,000

llier Cou:i.ty Housing Auth.

$

803,280

.:cstead Housinp, Auth.

-:_�

<�ar10

Beacr, Housing Auth.

�;:man 1\partmcr.ts, Inc.

. ,\LS

$

750,000
179,SSO(s)
180,000(s)
203,300(s)

$7,499,280

.- 6-1-67

8-22-66

186 2 000
$ 7,494,980
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Departrc.ent

Progra::i

-

General Revenue
1974-75

Trus': :'un�s
197�-75

General Revenue
1975-76

Trust Funds
1975-76

Dept. of Education

Fla. Migratory
$12,500,000
$ 1,400,000
$10,917,000
$1,400,000
Ch�ld Conrcnsatory
_______________
Pr:E_g��-�-------------------------------------------Dept. of Cor.-:.�unity
.7\!:fairs

Migrant Labor

$65,900

$10,000

$'JO ,006

$116,51)0

De?t, of Cor:unerce

Crc,-1 Leader
Co:-.olia:-icc

$152,000

0

$174,000

0

0

$500,0CO

0

0

?r��i:1_

-------------------------------------------

S7ccinl �igrant
De?t. of Co:ni�unity
__A_f_f_�_· ._· r_s _________P_r_o_�ra..�*

$2,641,333
S80C,OOO
�i�lt �i�rant &
0
0
Seas::mal Far::i1·10r}:______________e_= Projc��-----------------------------------------***
**
$33,354
$37,482
�,igran t Heal th
P.PS
De?�- of Education

�• I�clu�es 106,837 in i��irect cost not expcn�ed on �igrant servic2s directly
*** Includes 129,335 in indirect cost which is not exp�nced on migrant services directly and
500,000 for the East Coast Entitlement Project.

APPENDIX IV

FLORIDA STATUTES RELATING TO MIGRANT FARMWORKERS
F.S. §381.422 Migrant Labor Camps:

Provides for regulation and
licensing of migrant labor camps.
Defines camps as premises used as
living quarters for five or more
migrants.

F.S. §316.289 Migrant Farm Worker Transportation: Provides for
safety standards, protection from
weather, and inspection of vehicles
used as carriers of migrant farm
workers other than common carriers.
F.S. §450.181 and §450.191 Division of Migrant Labor:

(created)

F.S. §450.210 Migrant Labor Commission: Creates legislative commission
composed of three senators and
three representatives and requires
commission to supervise programs
relating to health, sanitation,
housing, labor, education, safety,
public assistance, and transportation
and to coordinate federal, state
and local programs.
F.S. §450.27 Farm Labor Registration: Provides for registration and
regulation of farm labor contractors.

SELECT COMMITTEE ON FARM LABOR RELATIONS
FORMED:

Speaker of the House, Don Tucker, appointed the select
committee at the end of the 1976 Legislative session.
Organizational committee meeting held in July, 1976 and
first meeting held on August 10, 1976.

DUTIES:

Committee was appointed as a result of debate and hearings
surrounding a proposed farm labor bill (introduced by
Rep. Pajcic) to familiarize itself with the prohlems of
both laborers and producers in order to maY.e necessary
recommendations to the Legislature.

TRAVEL

1.

Review the systems of state agencies delivering
services to migrant and seasonal farmworkers as
a target group and as a part of Florida's rural
population.

2.

Summarize duties 2nd res,ons i hi li ti es of stc=i_te
agencies relating to farmworkers under applicable
federal laws and Florida statutes (as well as
rules and regulations).

3.

Determine where overlapping or concurring functions
in state (and federal) agencies exist.

4.

Determine problems of state agencies in carrying
out their duties. Make recom_mendations to remedy
problems of state agencies (as well as farmworkers)
(reorganization).

5.

Determine amounts and sources of funds spent for
migrant and seasonal farmworkers.

1.

For cof'.l.mittee mefilbers to Tallahassee for meetings:
Aug. 9·-10, 1976
Nov. 14-15, 1976

2.

Jan . 13, 197 7
Feb. 7, 1977

March 7, 1977

For Sidney Martin to Tallahassee (meet with Speaker).
De C • 7- 8 , 1976

3.

For co:rnr.1ittee members to Redlands, Fla (to tour
migrant camps).
Jan. 26-27, 1977

4.

For committee mer.iliers to Lakeland, Fla (for meeting).
Dec. 13-15, 1976

5.

Witness Fred Staff subpoenaed to testify at meeting
in Lakeland.
Dec. 13-15, 1976

TESTIMONY:

Frostproof, Florida (Minute Maid facilities) Dec. 14-15, 1976
officers of Minute Maid and Coco-Cola companies
(Mr. Robert Middlebrooks, chairman of the board,
!1r. Rudy Maxwell, Mr. D. Dunn)
Ted Windsberg (Boyton Beach, Florida)
Robert Allan Williams (Imokalee, Florida, a staff
attorney with Florida Rural Legal Services, Inc.)
Fred Staff (worked with Migrant Program of the
Dent. of Community Affairs)

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS REGULATION

Johns Building

Tallahassee, Florida 32304

Telephone 90.J-488-2645

MEMORANDUM

�haron Malloy, Staff Analyst, Senate Economic Community
and Consumer Affairs Committee
From
Anthony Ninos, Director, Division of Hotels and Restaurants
Da<e

April 30,

1981[

),i.

\lv

Pursuant to our telephone conversation of April 29, 1981 regarding
Senate Bill 951 by SenatorGordon, I submit the following comments:
Chapter 83, Part II, Florida Statutes, known as the "Florida Resi
dential Landlord and Tenant Act" applies to the rental of dwelling
units where a "landlord-tenant relationship" exists.
The proposed amendments to Chapter 83, Part II, as set forth in
Senate Bill 951, expands this application to include dwelling units
that are furnished to employees as an incidence of their employment.
The bill further clarifies and defines "duration of tenancy" in
these specific cases.
The purpose of Senate Bill 951 appears to be an effort to:
1.

Protect employees; from sudden and immediate
eviction if their employment is terminated
without notice; who have been furnished housing
accommodations by their employer as an incidence
to their employment, and

2.

To bring them under cover of the "Residential
Landlord and Tenant Act" which delineates
responsibility of both landlord and tenant.

Please feel free to contact me if I can be of further assistance.
AN/hsr

APR 3 0 198\
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SUBJECT:

BILL �O. AND SPONSOR:

Landlord-Tenant Law
I.

SB 951 by
Senator Gordon

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
In general, Florida's Residential Landlord-Tenant Act,
ch. 83, part II, F.S., provides guidelines for landlord
tenant relationships, delineates obligations of both
parties, and establishes a mechanism through which the
legal system can be used to solve their disputes.
Section 83.43(2), F.S., defines "dwelling unit" for the
purposes of the landlord-tenant act as: a structure or
part of a structure that is rented for use as a home,
residence, or sleeping place by one person or by two or
more persons who maintain a common household; a mobile
home rented by a tenant; or a mobile home lot within a
mobile home park that is rented for occupancy by one or
more persons who own the mobile home located on the lot.
Section 83.46, F.S., provides for the payment of rent and
that the duration of a tenancy is determine<l by the
periods for which rent is payable unless specified in a
lease. Section 83.57, F.S., provides the amount of time
required for notice of termination of a tenancy, absent
any specified duration, as follows: 60 days' notice for
a year to year tenancy; 30 days' notice for a quarter to
quarter tenancy; 15 days' notice for a month to month
tenancy; and 7 days' notice for a week to week tenancy.

B.

reproc uced by
FLORIDA STf\TE ARCHIVES
D[PARTMENT OF STATE
R. A. GR/\IY BUILDING
Tallnhassee, 1 L 32399-0250
Snies

/q' Carton

,Lt'Z..k

Effect of Proposed Changes:
Section 83.43(2), F.S., is amended to expand the defini
tion of "dwelling unit" to include a structure or part
of a structure that is furnished, with or without rent,
as an incident of employment for use as a home, residence,
or sleeping place for one or more persons. This change
would bring dwelling units, such as those furnished to
farmworkers and apartment resident managers as a result
of their employment, under the scope of the landlordtenant act.
Subsection (3) is added to s. 83.46, F.S., providing that
the tenancy duration of units furnished as an incident of
employment is to be determined by the period for which
wages are payable (i.e., if wages are payable weekly, the
duration of the tenancy is week by week). However, this
substitution does not apply to a resident Manager'of an
apartment house or an apartment complex whQn there is a
written agreement to the contrary. The act is also
amended to provide that tenancies of such units may be
terminated as provided in s. 83.57, F.S.

Date__M_ay
___
� _l�,_1_9_8_1

Page__t�w;.:_;:o_____

SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMENT
Analyst:
Staff Di rector:
Subject:

II.

Malloy
Burnside
Landlord-Tenant Law

Bill No. And Sponsor:
SB 951 by
Senator Gordon

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Those tenants (employees) and their landlords (employers)
who were not previously covered under this act would have
a right of action for violations of the provisions of
this act. An aggrieved party who prevails in an action
may recover damages caused by noncompliance with this act.

B.

Government:
None

III.

COMMENTS:
Migrant labor camps are licensed and inspected by the Departmen
of Health and Rehabilitative Services. According to the depart
ment, if minimum conditions are not met the owner's license may
be revoked, but the farmworker has no right of action against
the owner or lessor under the landlord-tenant act.
A similar bill, HB 207, was introduced in 1980 and referred to
the Economic, Community, and Consumer Affairs Committee.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None
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If ame11dme11l is lext of a11olher bill, insert:
or Draft No.

Bill No.

HB

46

SB

Drage

Representative s

(PLEASE PRINT)

offere<l the following

Amendment

On page_

1

amendment:

15

, line

a

,-!!�

({
\'

b
C

I

f',
I

�,

-,'7

'/

u

\

I

i

V'

d

'·

/7

- '-'

16£

g

--anti insert:

2

Section 1. Section 83.41, Florida Statutes, is amended .
to read:

3

83.41

Application,--This part applies to the rental of

4

a dwelling unit and-a_-mob-:i:ie-home--iot.

5

the Legislature that the provisions of part II of chapter 501

6

(Florida Deceptive and Unfair Trade Practices Act) shall not

7

apply to any matter governed by the provisions of this

It is the intent of

8
9

10
11

(renumber subsequent sections)

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Mr.
which was adopted.

Form H-29 (1979)

. ;1_J)

�{?

moved t.lre adoption of the amendment,
which failed of adoption.
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46

HB

S PONSOR(S)

Rep. Pajcic

PREPARED BY:

SUBJECT:

Landlord/Tenant

STAFF DIRECTOR

May 7, 1981

DATE:

Katharine Barry
Richard Hixson

IDENTICAL/SIMILAR BILL: ------SB 951

SUMMARY

I.

A.

Present Situation:

Section 83.43(2) defines "dwelling unit," for the purposes of the
residential Landlord Tenant Act as:
"(a) A 'structure or part of a structure that is rented for use as
a home, residence, or sleeping place by one person or by two or more
persons who maintain a common household.
A mobile home rented by a tenant.

"(b)

"(c) A mobile home lot within a mobile home park that is rented
for occupancy by one or more persons who own the mobile home located on
the lot."
Section 83.46 presently provides that rent is payable without demand or
notice, at the beginning of each rental period, and is apportionable
from day to day. Unless specified by lease, the duration of a tenancy
is determined by the_periods for which rent is payable (e.g. month to
month) .
B.

Chances and Probable Effects:

(1) Section 83.43(2) is amended to expand the definition of "dwelling
unit"· to include a structure or part of one that is fu__rnished, with or
without rent, as an incident of a�ployment, for use as a home, residence
or sleeping place by one or more persons.
(2) Section 83.46 is amended to add that the tenancy duration of
dwelling units furnished without rent as an incident of employment is ·to
be determined by the periods for which wages are payable. The bill
specifies, however, that it does not apply to resident managers of an
apartment house or arr apartment complex unassociated with the employment
of the tenant.
(3) Section 83.57 which provides for the termination of tenancies
without specific durations, is amended to include the changes described
above.
II.

Fiscal Imoact:

@@ rP

V

reproduced hy
FLORIDA STATE ARC"" .''::S
DEPARTMENT OF SI/\ 1 E
I
R. A. GRAY BUILD.,
Tallahassee, FL 323llC..Q._5Q
Serles

If

Carton

J..kf'_

None on local or state government.

(See Reverse Side)

HE 46, Staff Summary, Committee on Judiciary, Page 2
III. Comments:
HE 46 is almost identical to HB 207, sponsored by Rep. Pajcic
last year which died in Senate Rules, and to HE 264 which died on
the Calendar in 1979.
The intent of the bill, according to the 1978 staff summary, is
to bring farmworkers under the coverage of the Landlord/Tenant Act,
since the 1977 Select Committee on Farm Labor Relations found during
investigations and hearing that there were few, if any, ra�edies avail
able to farmworkers to correct the poor living conditions affecting
many of them.
IV.

Amendments

The bill was amended to state that§ 83.46 would not apply to
resident managers of an apartment complex "where there is a written
agreement to the contrary."

HB

COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY

207

SPONSOR(S)_P
� �aij�c±i�c__________
SUBJECT
I.

Landlord/Tenant

SUMMARY

A.

OTHER COMM. REFERENCE_...:.N..,,...
o n....;e....._______

PREPARED BY:

Katharine Barrv
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STAFF DI��O� Ef'iv'eeze

April 30, 1980

Present Situation:
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§83.43(2) defines "dwelling unit'', for the purposes of the fesidential
Landlord/Tenant Act as:

(a) a structure or part of one rinted for use as a home, residence,
or sleeping place by one or more persons maintaining a common household;
(b) a mobile home rented by a tenant;

(c) a mobile home lot in a park rented by owners of the mobile home;

§83.46 presently provides that rent is payable without demand or notice,
at the beginning of each rental period, and is apportionable from day
to day. Unless specified by lease, the duration of a tenancy is deter
mined by the periods for which rent is payable (e.g. month to month).

B.

Changes and Probable Effects:

(1) The definition of "dwelling unit" is expanded to include a
structure or part of one that is furnished, with or without rent, as
an incident of employment, for use as a home, residence, or sleeping
place by one or more persons.

(2) §83.46 is amended to add that the tenancy duration of dwelling
units furnished without rent as an incident of employment is to be
determined by �he periods for which wages are payable. This does not
apply to resident managers who pay no rent and receive no wages.

II.

III.

(3) §83.57 which provides for the termination of tenancies without
specific durations, is amended to include the changes described above.

FISCAL IMPACT

None on local or state government.

COMMENTS

HB 207 is almost identical to HB 264, sponsored by Rep. Pajcic, which
died on the Calendar last year, and to HB 943 which died on Calendar
in 1978.

The intent of the bill, according to the 1978 staff summary, is to
bring farmworkers under the coverage of the Landlord/Tenant Act, since
the 1977 Select Committee on Farm Labor Relations found during inves
tigations and hearings that there were few, if any, remedies available
to farmworkers to correct the poor living conditions affecting many of
them.
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Ca,r.,1mE APPEA�CE REcoRD

The following persons (other than legislators) appeared before the committee
during the consideration of this bill:
Representing

Name
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NOTE: Please indicate by an "X" any State employee appearing at the
request of Committee Chairman.
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moved the adoption of the amendment,
which failed of adoption.
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264

SPONSOR(S) Representative Pajcic

PREPARED BY

SUBJECT: Landlord/Tenant

STAFF DIRECTOR Marc H. Glick
May 1, 1979

I.

Summary
A.

Present Situation:

John Christensen
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Present s. 83.43 (2), Florida Statutes, definesTaa,ih.l�e!PriiaC\inlit".
SPries __Ll_ C;:,rton- .\�:.! <'.{
Present s. 83.46, Florida Statutes, provides for the duration of
tenancy at such a dwelling unit.
Present s. 83.57, Florida Statutes, provides for the termination of a
tenancy at such a dwelling unit.
B.

Probable Effect of Proposed Cha�qe:

HB 264 amends s. 83.43(2) by expanding the definition of a "dwelling
unit" for purposes of the Florida Landlord/Tenant Act to include a
structure or part of a structure that is furnished, with or without
rent, as an incident of employment.
HB 264 amends sections 83.46 and 83.57 to provide for the duration
and termination of a tenancy at such a dwelling unit.
II.

Fiscal Im12act
The private sector fiscal impact of HB 264 is not ascertainable at
this time.

III.

Comments
HB 264 is identical to 1978 HB 943 which died on calendar during the .
last session.
According t_o the 1978 staff surmnary done on 1978 HB 943, the
1977 Select Committee on Farm Labor Relations found during investi
gations and hearings that there were few, if any, remedies available
to farmworkers to correct the poor living conditions affecting many
of them.
The intent of HB 264 is to expand the definition of a "dwelling unit"
for purposes of the Landlord/Tenant Act in order to bring farmworkers
under the coverage of the Act.

IV.

Amendments
HB 264 was amended. The amendment adds language to that already set
forth in Section 2 of the bill. The amendment is meant to insure that
subsection 3 of s. 83.46 (relating to the duration of a tenancy in a
dwelling unit furnished without rent as an incident of employment) does
not apply to a resident manager who pays no rent and receives no wages.
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STAFF SUMMARY
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SPONSOR:
DATE:
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:

Currently, s. 83.49, F.S., relating to deposit money or
advance rent, requires such money collected by the landlord to
be held in a separate account for the benefit of the tenant and
not commingled with any other funds of the landlord or, in the
alternative, the landlord may post a surety bond with the clerk
of the circuit court in the total amount of security deposits
or advance rent he holds on behalf of the tenants or $50,000,
whichever is less.
In some instances, this may place a finan
cial burden on the landlord. In any event, it does not take
into account the credit record of a landlord.
HB 1964 would allow another alternative to the landlord:
he would be able to post an irrevocable letter of credit from
a banking institution for the amount of advance rent or security
deposits he holds or $50,000, whichever is less.
II.
A.

FACTS BEARING ON THE PROBLEM:
Statutes affected:

s. 83.49, F.S., amended.

B. Legislative intent: To allow landlords the alternative of
posting with the clerk of the circuit court an irrevocable letter
of credit from a banking institution in the amount of advance rent
or security deposit being held on behalf of tenants, or $50,000,
whichever is less.
C. Other:
Note: HB 233, also on this agenda, reproduces s. 83.49 as
new section 83.7565 in the Mobile Home part of the Landlord-Tenant
Act.
III. DISCUSSION:
This bill
IV.

is technically correct in form and substance.

PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES OF BILL:

As an alternative to posting a surety bond, a landlord
would be able to post an irrevocable letter of credit from a
banking institution in the amount of secutiry deposits or
advance rent held on behalf of tenants or $50,000, whichever
is less.
V. ECONOMIC IMPACT: Landlords would avoid
the possible
financial burden of posting surety bonds in the amount of security
deposits or advance rent held.
VI.

FISCAL IMPACT:

None.
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STAFF REPORT
BILL NO:
SPONSOR:
SUBJECT:
I.

HB 943
Pajcic
Landlord/Tenant

OTHER REFERENCES:
COMPANION BILL:
STAFF CONTACT:

None
None
Vicki Weber

PROBLEM/INTENT:
The 1977 Select Committee on Farm Labor Relations, during
its investigations and hearings, found that there were few,
if any, remedies available to farmworkers to correct the
poor living conditions affecting many of them.
It is the legislative intent of HB 943 to expand the defi
nition of a "dwelling unit," for purposes of the Florida
Landlord/Tenant Law, and thereby bring farmworkers under
the coverage of the act.

II.

SUMMARY:
HB 943 expands the definition of a "dwelling unit," for pur
poses of the Florida Landlord/Tenant Act, to include a
structure or part of a structure that is furnished, with or
without rent, as an incident of employment. It provides for
the duration of the tenancy.

III.

STAFF COMMENTS:
No technical errors noted.
HB 943 is identical to HB 2277 (1977), which was introduced
by the Select Committee on Farm Labor Relations and died on
the House Calendar.

IV.

FISCAL/ECONOMIC IMPACT:
HB 943 has no fiscal impact.
The economic impact of HB 943 is not ascertainable at this
time.
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-a companion measure, was substituted therefor and read the
second time by title. Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to
the Engrossing Clerk.
By the Committees on Finance & Taxation and Community
Affairs and Representative ReadyCS for CS for HB 1787-A bill to be entitled An act relating
to public financing for housing; creating the "Florida Housing
Finance Authority Law"; providing definitions; authorizing the
creation of a housing finance authority by ordinance; pro
viding for the functioning of such authorities to alleviate a
shortage of housing and capital for investment in housing;
providing for membership, powers, and duties; authorizing
a county to exercise the powers of such authority until mem
bers are appointed; prohibiting members and employees from
acquiring or having certain interests with respect to a quali
fying housing development; requiring disclosures of interest;
providing for removal of members; authorizing such authori
ties to make, purchase, and sell loans for qualifying housing
rlevelopments; prohibiting the financing of qualifying housing
developments for profit; authorizing such authorities to issue
bonds and limiting sources from which such bonds are payable;
providing for validation proceedings; providing for remedies
of an oblig-ee; exempting bonds together with income and in
terest thereon from taxation; providing severability; providing
an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and HB 1787 and CS for
HB 1787 were laid on the table. On motion by Mr. Ready, the
rules were waived and CS for CS for HB 1787 was read the
second time by title.
The Committee on Rules & Calendar offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 13, line 13, strike "convenant" and
insert: covenant
Mr. Ready moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representatives McPherson and Boyd offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 2-On page 11, lines 21-22, strike "directed by
the lending institutions involved in financing" and insert:
approved by the State Board of Administration
Mr. McPherson moved the adoption of the amendment, which
failed of adoption.
Representative Pajcic offered the following amendment:
Amendment 3-On page 4, line 23, insert a new subsection (7)
to read: (7) "Eligible persons" means persons or families, ir
respective of race, creed, national origin or sex, determined by
the authority under rule adopted pursuant to chapter 120, to
be of low or moderate income requiring such assistance as is
made available pursuant to this act on account of insufficient
personal or family income taking into consideration such facts
as:
(a) The amount of the total income of such persons and
families available for housing needs;
(b) The size of the family;
(c) The cost and condition of housing facilities available;
(d) The ability of such persons and families to compete suc
cessfully in the normal private housing market and to pay
the amounts at which private enterprise is providing sanitary,
decent and safe housing; and
(e) If appropriate, standards established for various federal
programs determining eligibility based on income of such per
sons and families.
Mr. Pajcic moved the adoption of the amendment. On motion
by Mr. Williams, the amendment was laid on the table.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing Clerk.
THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE IN THE CHAIR
HB 1964-A bill to be entitled An act relating to landlord
and tenant law; amending s. 83.49 (1), Florida Statutes, 1976
Supplement, authorizing landlords to post an irrevocable letter
of credit with the clerk of the circuit court from certain banking
institutions as an alternative to the present requirements
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of the deposit money or advance rent provisions of the landlord
and tenant law; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
Representatives Becker and Steinberg offered the following

amendment:

Amendment I-On page 2, strike lines 18 and 19 and insert:
Section 2. Subsection (10) of s. 83.43, Florida Statutes, is
amended to read:
83.43 Definitions.-As used in this part, the following words
and terms shall have the following meaning unless some other
meaning is plainly indicated:
(10) "Transient occupancy" means occupancy Wi'!ef¼ +t i-t; tft(i
ffi� � tft(i � tfi.a.t tft(i 0ee�13ar.ey will ee temp�
where the premises are not to be used as the sole domicile of
the occupant.

Section 3. This act shall take effect upon becoming law.
Mr. Steinberg moved the adoption of the amendment, which
failed of adoption.
Representatives Pajcic and Mixson offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 2-On page 2, strike all of lines ] 8-19, and
insert: Section 2. Subsection (2) of section 83.43, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
83.43 Definitions.-As used in this part, the following words
and terms shall have the following meanings unless some
other meaning is plainly indicated:
(2) "Dwelling unit" means:
(a) A structure or part of a structure that is rented for
use as a home, residence, or sleeping place by one person
or by two or more persons who maintain a common household.
(b) A mobile home rented by a tenant.
(c) A mobile home lot within a mobile home park that is
rented for occupancy by one or more persons who own the
mobile home located on the lot.
(d) A structure or riart of a. structure that is furnished. with
or without rent, as an incident of employment for use as a home,
residence, or sleeping place by one or more persons.

Section 3.
read:
83.46

Section 83.46, Florida Statutes, is amended to

Rent; duration of tenancies.-

(1) Unless otherwise agreed, rent is payable without demand
or notice; periodic rent is payable at the beginning of each
rent payment period; and rent is uniformly apportionable from
day to day.
(2) If the rental agreement contains no provision as to
duration of the tenancy, the duration is determined by the
periods for which the rent is payable. If the rent is payable
weekly, then the tenancy is from week to week; if payable
monthly, tenancy is from month to month; if payable quarterly,
tenancy is from quarter to quarter; if payable yearly, tenancy
is from year to year.
(3) If the dwelling unit is furnished without rent as an
incident of em.ployrnent and there is no a.(Jreemcnt as to the dura
tion of tenancy. the du.ration is determined by the periods for
which wa.ges are payable. If wages are 7myable weekly or more
frequent/11. then the tenancy is from week to week; and if wages
are payable 111011thly, then the tenancy is from mouth to month.

Section 4. Section 83.57, Florida Statutes, is amended to

read:

83.57 Remedies; termination of tenancy without specific
term.-A tenancy without a specific duration, as defined in
s. 83.46(2) a11d (3), may be terminated by either party giving
written notice in the manner provided in s. 83.56(4) i(F. S.
1973], as follows:
(1) When the tenancy is from year to year, by giving not
less than 60 days' notice prior to the end of any annual period;
(2) When the tenancy is from quarter to quarter, by giving
not less than 30 days' notice prior to the end of any quarterly

period;
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(3) When the tenancy is from month to month, by g1vrng
not less than 15 days' notice prior to the end of any monthly
period; and
(4) When the tenancy is from week to week, by giving not
less than 7 days' notice prior to the end of any weekly period.
Section 5.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1977.

Mr Pajcic moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representatives Pajcic and Mixson offered the following title
amendment:
Amendment 3-On page 1, strike all of line 10 and insert:
amending ss. 83.43 (2), 83.46, and 83.57, Florida Statutes, pro
viding for the inclusion of dwelling units provided as an inci
dent of employment; providing an effective date.

Mr. Pajcic moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Adams offered the following amendment:
Amendment 4-On page 2, line 17, after "section" insert:
Section 2. Chapter 83, Part III, is hereby amended by Section
83.7565, Florida Statutes, which is created to read:

83.7565 Security deposit or advance rent; duty of park
owner and mobile home owner.(1) Whenever money is deposited or advanced by a mobile
home owner on a rental agreement as security for performance
of the rental agreement or as advance rent, which is held in
excess of 3 months by t he park owner or his agent, the total
amount of such money held by the park owner on behalf of the
mobile home owner shall be held in a separate account for the
benefit of the mobile home owner by the park owner and shall
not be commingled with any other funds of the park owner; or,
in the alternative, the park owner shall post a surety bond
with the clerk of the circuit court in the county in which the
mobile home park is located in the total amount of the security
deposits and advance rent he holds on behalf of the mobile home
owners or $50,000, whichever is less, executed by the park
owner as principal and a surety company authorized and li
censed to do business in the state as surety. The bond shall be
conditioned upon the faithful compliance of the park owner
with the provisions of this section and shall run to the governor
for the benefit of any mobile home owner injured by the park
owner's violation of the provisions of this section.
(2) Whenever the park owner shall require a security
deposit or advance rent which is held in excess of 6 months by
the park owner or his agent, it shall accumulate interest at
the rate of 5 percent per annum, simple interest. However, no
interest shall be required to be paid to the mobile home owner
when such moneys are held in a separate account for the bene
fit of the mobile home owners and not commingled with other
funds of the park owner. The park owner shall not hypothecate,
pledge, or in any other way make use of such moneys until
such moneys are actually due the park owner. If such com
mingled funds are deposited in an interest-bearing account, said
account shall be in a Florida banking institution, and the park
owner shall immediately notify the mobile home owner of the
name and address of the banking institution and the amount of
his money so deposited, and the mobile home owner shall re
ceive and collect at least 75 percent of the interest payable on
such account in lieu of the payment of 5 percent interest by the
park owner. The park owner shall, within 30 days of receipt of
advance rent or a security deposit, notify the mobile home
owner in writing of the manner in which the park owner is hold
ing the advance rent or security deposit, the rate of interest, if
any, which the mobile home owner is to receive, and the time
of interest payments to the mobile home owner. Such written
notice shall:
(a)

Be given in person or by mail to the mobile home owner.

(b) State the name and address of the depository where the
advance rent or security deposit is being held, whether the
advance rent or security deposit is being held in a separate
account for the benefit of the mobile home owner or is com
mingled with other funds of the park owner, and, if com
mingled, whether such funds are deposited in an interest-bearing
account in a Florida banking institution.
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(c) Include a copy of the prov1s1ons of subsection (3).
Subsequent to providing such notice, should the park owner
change the manner or location in which he is holding the
advance rent or security deposit, he shall notify the mobile
home owner within 30 days of the change according to the
provisions herein set forth. The park owner shall pay directly
to the mobile home owner or credit against the current month's
rent, the interest to the mobile home owner, at least once an
nually. Failure to provide this notice shall not be a defense to
the payment of rent when due.
(3)(a) Upon the vacating of the premises for termination of
the lease, the park owner shall have 15 days to return said
security deposit together with interest or in which to give the
mobile home owner written notice by certified mail to the
mobile home owner's last known mailing address of his in
tention to impose a claim thereon. The notice ohall contain a
statement in substantially the following form: This is a notice
of my intention to impose a claim for damages in the amount
of .... upon your security deposit. It is sent to you as re
quired by s. 83.7565(3), Florida Statutes. You are hereby noti
fied that you must object in writing to this deduction from
your security deposit within 15 days from the time you receive
this notice or I will be authorized to deduct my claim from your
security deposit. Your objection must be sent to ____________ (park
owner's address) ____ _ ________ If the park owner fails to give the
required notice within the 15-day period, he forfeits his
right to impose a claim upon the security deposit.
(b) Unless the mobile home owner objects to the imposition
of the park owner's claim or the amount thereof within 15
days after receipt of the park owner's notice of intention to im
pose a claim, the park owner may then deduct the amount
of his claim and shall remit the balance of the deposit to the
mobile home owner within 30 days after the date of the notice
of intention to impose a claim for damages.
(c) If either party institutes an action in a court of com
peLent jurisdiction to adjudicate his right to the security
deposit, the prevailing party is entitled to receiYe his court
costs plus a reasonable fee for his attorney. The court shall ad
vance the cause on the calendar.
(4) Except when otherwise provided by the terms of a
written lease, any mobile home owner who vacates or abandons
the premi,es priur to the expiration of the term specified in
the written lease, or any mobile home owner who vacates or
abandons premises which are the subject of a tenancy from
week to week, month to month, quarter to quarter, or year to
year, shall give at least 7 days' notice by certified mail to the
park owner prior to vacating or abandoning the premises.
Failure to give such notice shall relieve the park owner of the
notice requirement of subsection (3)(a).
( 5) For the purposes of this section, a renewal of an
existing rental agreement shall be considered a new rental
agreement, and any security deposit carried forward shall be
considered a new security deposit.
(6) This section shall not apply to the rental of lots or
spaces for transient occupancy by recreational vehicles or travel
trailers, which vehicles or trailers are designed primarily as
temporary livin1; quarters for recreational, camping, or travel
purposes.
Mr. Adams moved the adoption of the amendment.
Pending consideration thereof, Mr. Boyd raised the point of
order that, because of the adoption of Amendment 2, this
amendment was improperly drawn. The Chair ruled the point
well taken and the amendment out of order.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing
Clerk.
On motion by Mr. Craig, the rules were waived and the
House reverted to the order of-

Messages from the Senate
The Honorable Donald L. Tucker, Speaker
I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that
the Senate has passed as amended-

